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Hello

👋

I’m Albert

A

s a Experience and Product Designer with 10+ years
experience across various industry sectors, I concept, craft
and connect digital products and services to provide
delightful human experiences for design-driven companies.

What I’m looking for
Challenges to create positive impact through human experiences
that help improve the environment and lifes of others through
the value of design.
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🤝

A little background
What have I done recently

Telecommunications

e-Learning

JLR in-house creative agency

Media and entertainment

UX Manager for D10 team, leading

Design Mentor for UX Academy

Senior UX Architect working across

Senior UX Designer supporting the

user testing and supporting markets.

Foundations and short courses in UX

digital experiences of automotive luxury

international TV networks and

Interaction and UI Design.

global brands - Jaguar and Land Rover.

designing a brand new sVOD service.

2019 - Present

2016 - 2018

2014 - 2016

2021 - Present
Product Design Squad Lead for the
My Vodafone mobile app.
2020 - Present
User Experience Design Lead
supporting Infotainment product area
within Consumer Products and Services.
2018 - 2020
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200+ million
People worldwide have used the experiences I’ve helped design across
a mix of sectors and brands over the last 5 years.
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Some projects I’ve worked on

!

Vodafone eSIM
For native iOS moible app
Evolving the My Vodafone app to include eSIM journeys.

Going electric - Which one is right for you?
Responsive web
Creating a simple tool based on users lifestyle and driving habits to see if
their next vehicle should be all-electric, Plug-in Hybrid, diesel or petrol.

Help me choose
Responsive web
Improve the brand and nameplate awareness by facilitating further
exploration on the website through help me choose.
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Vodafone eSIM
Vodafone has the ambition to become a Tech Comms company by 2025.
eSIM technology is anticipated to accelerate penetration into the mainstream
market in 2021 thus supporting Vodafone’s digital-first strategy.
Objective
In July 2020, my team set out to answer the fundamental question - How
might we envision key eSIM journeys in the My Vodafone app when seperated
from the physical SIM as a touchpoint?
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My role for Vodafone eSIM
Product Design Lead
I lead the design of the My Vodafone app for mobile iOS. Between July 2020 and February 2021
I was part of an ambitious project to work on a new epic with Consumer Products and Services
team (CP&S), designing key in-app eSIM journeys within My Vodafone.

The team

My responsibilities for this project

Squad Lead (me)

Hands-on (80%) helping desiging key journeys

UX Designer X2

Ensure squad aligment on key journey creation

UI Designer X2

Proof of Concept to wider team and present work to stakeholders

Business Analyst

Coach squad against project objective
Responsibility for design decisions and consistency

Platform

Outcomes

Native iOS app

Designs are now expected to be rolled out across all markets next FY.

Timeline
Jul 20

eSIM kick off

Achieved (SUS) 85 – GRADE A and (CES) – MEAN 6 Average in user testing.
Aug 20

Exploration
eSIM Q&A

Design

Sep 20

Prototype

eSIM test 1

Nov 20

Test update
eSIM WOW
workshop
Prototype

eSIM test 2

Feb 21

Test update

Market
Release
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Challenges

🌍

Paradigm shift
The eSIM well supports Vodafone’s digital-first strategy, but brings to the surface the
interesting challenge of how in the absence of human interaction, engagement with
customers, especially when onboarding, can still be done with a balance between smoothness
and meaningful friction in an on-screen interaction within the My Vodafone app.

This brings about other challenges that has accelerated consumer demand and behaviour that
need to be considered, refined and optimised such as QR code usage and self reliant help and
support.

Carrier support for eSIMs has accelerated
noticeably in recent months, as operators see
the convenience in being able to activate new
customers without having to deliver them a
physical SIM during a protracted pandemic.
https://rio.vodafone.com/media/view/ (globaldata)

What is eSIM?
eSIM is a digital version of the traditional SIM card. It means you don’t need a
plastic SIM card anymore as you can switch or set up your device digitally in
minutes. Customer Insights suggests users welcome eSIM.
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🛬

The approach
Trust the process

As a design team, we adopt a process based the Double Diamond design framework which helps me work in a more user-centered
way. This enables me to make consistently better design decisions that helps develop solutions specifc to certain target groups.

Design
exploration

Brief

Prior
research/user
feedback

Exploration
Design
exploration
review

Diverge
Immersion
Approach

Synthesis low-fi

Design
check

Design
definition high-fi

Design
review

Design
refinement

Design
delivery

User testing

Designers, Leads, Managers
Design team and Key Stakeholders
Parallel process, Research and Service Design
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Design exploration

🧭

Picking up the pieces
My role in Design exploration
1

On an InVision Freehand board, I orchastrate and give
direction to the team to help divergant thinking and cocreation to establish the problem that is being solved. Some
of the exploration activities for eSIM include…

Problem analysis

1

Making sure the eSIM Customer Insights report is
referenced to help with our own research for the
exploration. Thinking about the users needs around the
1

task at an emotional level. Applying Vodafone personas
form the foundations of Design thinking.

Concept evaluation

2

Using the Vodafone app principles and fundamental
question for the platform as a tool to evaluate ideas and
brainstorming.
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Design definition

🖍

High(er)-fidelity

Non traditional wireframing

Wireframing in InVision Freehand

Wireframing would have been done in Sketch in a pre COVID-19 world and the UI design

Constant communications means wireframe output is a lot quicker. A Vodafone design

would have waited for the UX designer. Due to a greater emphasis of Co-creation and pair

system (Source) means that the UI designer can understand the wireframe and use the

working means either UX or UI can explain the journey and therfore wireframes are not a

correct UI components for a screen. A greater emphasis is spent on creating the journey and

higher fidelity that you would normally see.

understanding the problem.
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Design documentation

📃

Polished deliverables

UI/UX aligment

Putting together design documentation

I am responsible for design decisions and consistency so I make sure UX and UI work closely

For all the eSIM journeys I have identified, documentation is produced for a design release to

together to create the UI screens from the InVision board. I review the work and give

markets. All work is presented back to the stakeholders in a show and tell and action any final

feedback on any UI that I may notice out of place and question screens and journeys in UX.

comments. I am responsible to make sure all documentation is completed to a defintion of

This becomes an iterative process that I get involved hand-on and work with both UX and UI.

‘done’ and journey documentation nomenclature is correct.
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😦

Testing feedback
Fail fast
1

1

Remote Loopback observations

1

The team working on eSIM is invited to observe a testing
session for the UK market via remote observations in
Loopback. While oberving I took some first hand notes to
see if any clear themes came out I could tell the team about.

eSIM testing report

2

I am invited to hear back from the final user testing report,
in this session we are taken through the results and gives
3

2

us an opportunity to ask questions and learn from the
testing.

Learnings

3

As a team we are measured on SUS and CES. The 2 captured
established exit survey responses of: System Usability Scale
– (SUS) 75 – GRADE B and Customer Effort Score – (CES)
– MEAN 5.5 Average customer loyalty indicator. This
suggests usability of the product is above average but this
rating is considerably below our usual testing metrics.
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🎬

Immediate actions from testing
A total of 7 recommendation changes

eSIM user testing changes and stakeholder changes

Clearer onboarding to eSIM set up for new users

I reviewed the testing results and prioritised what changes needed to be done before release

This was a clear pain point in testing. To userstand this, I created a user mental model on the

and if anything can wait until after release. I reviewed all recommendations for the journeys

steps a user would go through if they set up eSIM for a brand new device and what the user

and grouped any common themes together such as copy changes. A total of 7 changes were

expects to see for eSIM in the app. User sentiment and conclusions were supported by the

identified that myself and the team worked on.

testing feedback. This exercise meant the entry points for a brand new user activating eSIM
is different to an existing customer and someone who ignores app setup.
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🏋

Main improvements
What fundamentally changed?

InVison Freehand board showing the current core eSIM journey vs the new eSIM journey

Changing the core eSIM journey

Not all is lost…

Of all 4 intial journeys - they still made sense and from a user’s perspective. The core journey

Armed with first hand experience in my eSIM swap, available in the UK from Nov 2020. I

of a user swapping a physical SIM to an eSIM was fundamental as a journey user would

could then work out the like-for-like process needed that can be adapted into the My

encounter first in the app. From what I learned, this had to change for an omnichannel

Vodafone App. As an estimate, 80% of the journey was reworked but meant that the journey

experience. The eSIM stakeholders provided the team a Solutions Architect to help with

was simplified and much shortened. I was confident the journey was right.

questions and development queries.
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👏

Testing feedback 2
Fail fast, learn faster
1

2

Remote Loopback observations

1

Once I felt eSIM learning have been implemented. A second
round of testing was organised. The team working on eSIM
is invited to observe a testing session for the UK market via
remote observations, much like the first round.

eSIM testing report

2

I am invited to hear back from the final user testing report,
in this session we are taken through the results and gives
us an opportunity to ask questions and learn from the
3

3

testing again.

Learnings

3

As a team we are measured on SUS and CES. The 2 captured
established exit survey responses of: System Usability Scale
– (SUS) 85 – GRADE A and Customer Effort Score – (CES)
– MEAN 6 Average customer loyalty indicator. It was great
to hear, however there was still some small
recommendations to be reviewed and actioned.
Albert Lo
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Final documentation

📄

Presenting to stakeholders and being release ready

eSIM documentation

Purpose of the documentation created

For all the identified eSIM journeys that have been worked on. Documentation is produced

The purpose of the documentation is to communicate Vodafone Group guideance for the My

for a design release to markets. I am responsible to make sure all documentation is

Vodafone app, in order to enable local markets to establish a consistent experience for all

completed to a defintion of ‘done’ and journey documentation nomenclature is correct.

customers around the world. The guides presents an overview of the entire design process,
outlining the discovery phase - which assessed user requirements, detailed research and app
personality - design principles, the interaction model and style guide.
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Design release
eSIM is part of the next major design release to Markets (Q4) 2021, the
release includes UX and UI assets, guidelines and Fixed, Flex and Free
elements.

“The key epics have been ratified through user testing, with recent
online tests conducted in UK, DE & IT for ESIM with 18 users
delivered a SUS of 85 (Grade A) and CES of 6 with a top box
response of 33%.”
Chris McGahan
Snr Mgr Design Studio
Albert Lo
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Going electric - Which
one is right for you?
Spark44 is a joint venture between JLR and agency management, dedicated to
the Jaguar and Land Rover brands. With 18 offices in 16 countries, Spark44
functions as one global team, client and agency.
Objective
How you chose a vehicle engine is increasing difficult to decide. I was asked to
create a tool based on users lifestyle and driving habits to determine if their
next vehicle should be all-electric, Plug-in Hybrid, diesel or petrol.
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My role for Going electric - Which one is right for you?
Senior User Experience Architect
I lead the UX projects for the global sites of Jaguar and Land Rover. For 1 allocated development
sprint (2 weeks) I was part of an ambitious project to create an online tool that will help guide
users through the decision-making process on the right engine type.

The team

My responsibilities for this project

Global Creative Director

Hands-on designing the tool and logic

Digital Design Director

Working alongside UI to come up with concepts

User Experience Director

Present proof of concept to team and present work to stakeholders

Live component for finding out Which one is right for you on Jaguar.co.uk

Strategy Director
Account Director
Project manager X2
Senior UX Architect (me)
Senior UI Designer

Timeline
Jun 18

Kick off

Platform
Responsive web design

Outcomes
Live on the Jaguar site.
Jun 18

Discovery
Ideation
UI concept

Handover to
devleopers
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Challenges

🌍

Paradigm shift
The automotive industry is going though some big changes. Electric vehicles are on the rise and
car sales are slowing globally. Consumer confidence has been dented the sale of traditonal
diesel and petrol engines. Much more needs to be done to educeate the user and help them make
an educated choice on the right engine purchase.

This brings about other challenges that need to be considered with the categorisation of electic

We must at some point achieve a sustainable
energy economy or we will run out of fossil fuels
to burn and civilization will collapse.

vehicle types and how to move people towards this category.

Elon Musk
CEO Tesla Motors, 2016
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Design discovery

🧭

Framing the problem
Some of the discovery activities include…
1

Creating a mind map

1

Mind mapping allowed me to generate and stimulate new
ideas in a collaborative design environment to find
emerging themes before getting stuck into the detailed
designs.

Empathy map creation

2

Creating an empathy map helps to consider how users are
2

3

thinking and feeling, paving the way for design concepts to
be explored further and establish the problem we are
solving.

Identifying the right persona

3

Based on previous digital persona work I completed, the
most suitable primary persona chosen that maps need
states to user journeys is a “Feature functionalist”.
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🧭

Design discovery
Inital direction

Some of the discovery activities include…
1
2

Affinity-diagramming workshop

1

A co-creative exercise organising ideas into groups;
structures the information into identifying themes by
natural relationships in data that helps synthesise and
generate new ideas. It also allows a design direction to be
established based on the associations.

Writing user stories

2

After creating the affinity diagram in a collaborative design
3

environment, I wrote primary user stories to further
stimulate new ideas and use as a basis for a decision tree.

Task model

3

Understanding the users’ decision-making process and
entry point to provide exactly the right information to
them at the point of their journey based on the chosen core
persona and need states.
Albert Lo
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Detailed design

🖍

Organising information
Designing a decision tree
The creation of a decision tree was a key milestone in the
project to estimate the level of effort for the development
team and to be used as a discussion basis with JLR clients
before moving forward.

I created a framework of questions, assumptions and score
weighting to collaborate with JLR product and sprint
teams. We set the expectations and boundaries of what can
be delivered. An iterative process started to refine the
decision tree based on collaborative working.
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📐

Information architecture
Coming up with the logic
1

1

Decision tree scoring and logic

1

Based on four user types, I created a matrix alongside
another UX designer to bounce ideas and discuss scoring
through the decision tree and its’ expected outcomes. This
matrix got validated with JLR product teams, development
partners and client to provide a framework and a level of
effort to be able to develop within the single allocated
sprint.

Sketching
1
2

2

Alongside a UI designer, a large number of sketched ideas
and solutions got generated. The concepts were then
filtered and cut down into the most practical based on
existing components to inspire new and better design
solutions through iteration. Proof of concepts can be
developed to give the team a sense of it working.
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Final UI

📃

Polished deliverables

From left to right: Entry point to the tool, questions become educational and final outcomes screen.
https://www.jaguar.co.uk/electric-cars/all-electric.html

UI direction
Working within tight sprint timelines, it was recommended to us not to use imagery. We
therefore come up with a flexible design to make the tool look engaging as possible through
from design and by generating a narrative through decision making and making clear entry
points and onward journeys for the user in the site.
Albert Lo
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Help me choose
Spark44 is a joint venture between JLR and agency management, dedicated to
the Jaguar and Land Rover brands. With 18 offices in 16 countries, Spark44
functions as one global team, client and agency.
Objective
Casual users looking for a new vehicle do not want to be filtering based on
detailed product information, ‘help me choose’ will guide users in choosing
the right nameplate based on practical lifestyle needs.
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Help me choose
Senior User Experience Architect
I lead the UX projects for the global sites of Jaguar and Land Rover. I was asked to improve the
brand and nameplate awareness by facilitating further exploration on the site through help me
choose.

The team

My responsibilities for this project

Global Creative Director

Hands-on designing the tool and logic

Digital Design Director

Working alongside UI to come up with concepts

User Experience Director

Present proof of concept to team and present work to stakeholders

Business Director
Account Director

Platform

Project manager X2

Responsive web design

Senior UX Architect (me)
Senior UI Designer

Timeline
Aug 16

Kick off

Outcomes
Pitched to the stakeholders. Due to development complexity and
challenging market variations halted the project.
Sep 16

Exploration

Design

Oct 16

Prototype

Stakeholder
presentation

Final mobile screens from Help me choose
Nov 16

Feedback
amends

Design council
review
Albert
Albert Lo
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🧭

Design discovery
Framing the problem

Some of the discovery activities include…
1

Affinity-diagramming workshop

1

A co-creative exercise organising ideas into groups;
structures the information into identifying themes by
natural relationships in data that helps synthesise and
generate new ideas. It also allows a design direction to be
established based on the associations.

Journey map creation
2

3

2

Creating a journey map with target customer profiles and
analytic information demonstrated the opportunities and
potential pain points in the user journey.

Decision tree design

3

I mapped out all vehicle derivatives. A vehicle decision tree
and matrix of quantifiable data and brand values was
generated that formed the questions to help you choose.
We concluded the tool should recommend good, better and
best vehicles.
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🖍

Detailed design
Concept to prototype

Collaborative ideation session
1

1

I organised and led an internal workshop to work
collaboratively across disciplines to generate a large
number of ideas and solutions through sketching. The
ideas were then filtered and cut down into the best, most
practical or most innovative to inspire new and better
design solutions that I had already included.

Wireframe design
2

2

Using a mobile-first approach, wireframes were created in
3

Sketch to a high fidelity so they could be used for a
prototype. They needed a high level of detail to be
presented back to the client for approval.

Prototype created in InVision

3

A prototype was created to show the journey of the tool and
this was used to present back to internal teams and to
clients. The prototype also allowed the visual designer to
understand the journey and screens needed to visualise.
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Final UI and prototype

📃

Deliverables to present

Responsive designs

Next steps from client presentation

High-fidelity visual designs were created from the wireframe click-through prototype I

1. Client to provide initial feedback and consult local market stakeholders.

created using InVision by the Senior UI designer. These visuals went through several

2. S44 and Connect to validate concept and agree timings on next steps.

itterations. We also created an animated prototype video in After Effects to be presented to

3. S44 to further develop concept and consider desktop and tablet, addressing

the clients for sign off. I was also asked to present at an all staff internal meeting (Fuel

feedback and develop/identify links into Configurator and Compare Tool.

meeting) to update the business on the work we have done.
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